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APPENDIX I:

The Analysis of Students’ Writing

[Text 1]

The Benefits of Being Bilingual

The Vieira family moved to the United States in 1981. At that time, they

made a decision. They decided to stop speaking Portuguese at home and only

communicate in English. They were, in fact, living in an English-speaking

country. The Vieira children are adults now, and from time to time they travel to

Portugal to visit old family and friends. There is a problem however. Mr. and

Mrs. Vieira’s children cannot communicate with their relatives. This particular

event happens frequently all over the world. When people immigrate to new

lands, many of them begin disregarding not only their cultural traditions but also

their native language. This disregard for the native language is a mistake

because there are many benefits to being bilingual.

One of the most basic advantages of being bilingual is a purely linguistic one.

People who can speak more than one language can communicate with more

people around the world. They do not have to rely on another person to

automatically know their own language or resort to an interpreter to get their

message across. These bilingual people are independent and self-reliant. Their

message can be heard and understood without the aid of others. In contrast,

people who are monolingual must put all their trust in others in order to make

communication happen. Bilinguals are masters of their own words and ideas.
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In addition to linguistic advantages, speaking a second language also allows

people to experience another culture. Even if these people have never visited

another country, bilingualism entrances cultural and social awareness of another

group of people. Idiomatic expressions, vocabulary, and even jokes can have a

powerful impact on a person’s understanding of another culture. For example, a

person who speaks American English knows the expression “to put your John

Hancock” on something, which means to sign something. However, only people

who know about John Hancock’s role in the signing of the Declaration of

independence can fully understand the literal meaning and historical significance

of this expression. Thus, becoming bilingual clearly increase knowledge of a

new culture.

Finally, widespread bilingualism can contribute to global awareness. If

anyone in the world spoke a second or third language, different areas of the world

could become more closely entwined. Countries could better communicate and

perhaps have a better global understanding of others ideas, values, and behaviors.

Being able to speak another country’s language makes people more sympathetic

to the problems and situations in that country. Conversely, not knowing the

language of a potential enemy (country) can only increase miscommunication and

suspicion.

The benefits of bilingualism are clear. In fact, there is no single disadvantage

to speaking more than one language. The real tragedy, however, is not that people

do not make the effort to study and learn a second language. It is that people who
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already have the gift of speaking another tongue let themselves forget it and

become a part of the muted majority as a result.

[Text 2]

The Newspaper are Thing in the Past

In Indonesia people like read a newspaper. Newspaper give an information,

tips, and inspiration. It make read a newspaper become important. I believe this

habit can improve the knowledge of reader. However, if we compare the

differentiate between newpaper in the past and in modern era is very many like

form, price, and purpose.

First, in the past the form of newspaper used a paper and many pages but in

modern era we know the form of newspaper not used a paper and change become

electronic newspaper. It is also support from technology.

Second, newspaper in the past is very expensive. People must pay it with

high price because newspaper still a paper. In modern era, if a people want to read

a newspaper is very easy because they not pay or free. They only need to click

the website to read an electronic newspaper. Because free many people like read a

newspaper.

Next, from the purpose newspaper only give information and it make a bored

for a reader and also only rich people can read a newspaper in the past. However,

now newspaper more interest because not only give an information but also

become reference for a reader to do something or support in work job. The

existence of electronic newspaper is very better because all people can read it in

anywhere. It is a reason  people like an electronic newspaper than newspaper in
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the past. In summary, the distinguish between newspaper in the past and in the

modern era is very obvious. I agree with technology in modern era can make a

newspaper become more interest and the news from newspaper also better.

[Text 3]

Lecturer should give Assignments to the Students

Assignments is the teaching method applied in the teaching learning process,

usually called as the method of administration task. Assignment is the

responsibility of a job. Assignments also as routine available to a student from the

lecturer. The fact that, when the lecturer give assignments to me, I will read

many book, browsing, research and etc, for finished my assignments. Because

that my knowledge will better and help me more stand. In book entitled

Teaching and Learning Strategy, Roestiyah said techniques have the purpose of

assignments, so that the students experience in studying something becomes more

integrated. Thus the lecturer should give assignments to the students, because

assignments have many benefits to the students.

Firstly, the assignment will increase the knowledge. Roestiyah N.K.

(2007:133) suggest this matter as follows: Beside for to get knowledge with do

the assignment, it will be increase, escalate knowledge and skill the students.

Because of that the students will search the answer of their assignments. So, the

knowledge of the students will grow.

Secondly, if the lecturer should give assignment to the students, so, the

student will more understand, because they study in 2 places, i.e. in the school

and when they are read, research, searching and etc for finished the assignments.
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Oemar Hamdik also have a notion, the student can be more comprehend the

lesson beside they are listening in the school. This way will easier the student for

understand their lesson.

Third, the assignment train the students so that stand alone become a good

daily. When some people said if the assignments will make the burden for the

students, it is not true. Because with the assignment, the student will more stand

alone. This matter said by Mita Aswanti M.Si with the assignment, the student

tries to do something routinely. These routines will produce the habit and

develop the skill.

In conclusion, the assignment is very important in teaching learning process,

because the assignments have many benefits for the student. One of which the

assignments will increase the knowledge. So the lecturer should give assignment

to the student, because it will make the student better.

[Text 4]

National Exam Online should be Canceled

National exam is a standard evaluation system of primary and secondary

education nationally and similarities between regions quality level of education

conducted by Department of Education. National exam aims to determine the

limits of passing each subject and to determine the achievement of standards of

competence. In 2015, the Education Minister issued a new policy on the national

exam, which is a national exam online or referred to as Ujian Nasional Computer

Based Test (UNCBT). Government considers that the national exam online
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greatly save the budget and the distribution of material become fast and cheap,

efficient and narrow the chances of leaks.

In my opinion, national exam online is still not suitable if applied throughout

Indonesia. Most of schools, students and people assume that it is very

complicated and difficult to implement. This problem is impressed that

government as if it just want to try. National exam online require the availability

of computer for each schools, the adequacy of electricity fund, and students skill

about online access. National exam online did not rule matter can leak, because

hackers can penetrate and steal the data.

Many people think that national exam online save money, cheap and

efficient. In fact, it is wrong, because not all schools have adequate computer.

Besides, not all schools have enough electricity fund. All students also may not be

able to answer the questions online.

National exam online remains necessary, especially confront the challenges

of the world is growing very fast. However, we have to think more careful if use

is not ready. The government should conduct a research for some schools. The

object of this research should be increased from year to year to fix all of the

problems that arise in the field.

In conclusion, the government policies must be supported by all sides. On

the implementation of the national exam online policy is an example that should

be immediately considered a solution for the achievement of national education

quality standard.
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[Text 5]

Many Homework for Elementary Students

Almost all of the elementary school in the world give homework for their

students everyday. Besides mid-term test and final test, sometimes the teacher use

homework to increase students’ score. As we know, homework is something from

teacher for student to do outside school especially at home. If the teacher gives

many homework everyday, it can give some negative impact for the student of

elementary school.

Actually homework is good for student achievement, but if there are many

homework given by the teacher for the elementary students it is very bad because

the students will feel stress level highly. For example, in Elementary School

usually one teacher teach more than one courses like four courses, if the teacher

give four homework in all of courses in one day, the student will feel confuse.

Everyday they spend their time to do homework until they feel bored. Time to

time their psychology can be disturbed. It was proven in the “Journal of

Experimental Education”. It explains that 85% of elementary students in

California said that they feel stress because of many homework.

Beside stress, negative impact from much homework is can be health

decrease. Because of they only focus to do homework, they have less time to

sleep until they get headache. In addition to, they also forgot to eat until they are

become thin and get some diseases. It is really bad impact from much homework.

It is right if homework has some advantages for student, for example to

increase students’ skill, but if the teacher give homework very much it can be
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danger for the students and become homework disadvantage for students. If the

teacher wants to make homework to increase students’ achievement, the teacher

should give homework that has advantages and most appropriate with student’s

condition. Then, the teacher can give their student a homework with

measurement. From some negative impact of many homework, we must avoid

giving much homework for elementary students, because the purpose of

homework is can help student to critical thinking, not stress in thinking.

[Text 6]

Stop Using Social Media

Social media is a means to communication and relationship the people in the

internet. The user can easily to participate and share in illusion world. Some

people especially for student in the world mean can use social media in the

internet like a facebook, twitter etc, and some parents provide facilities for their

children like a smartphone or gadget. It will be a showcase of parents who are

economically well established. Beside that social media have more bad impact.

There are three bad impact of social media:

The first is social media will make children and adolescent are more selfish.

They will be people who don’t care about their society, and don’t care about

people who are beside them because they spend their time on the internet.

The second is location for some people who will commit a crime. We never

know whether someone who had known our children on the internet using a real

identity or not and it is all real that there are people cheated about this case.
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The third is, in the internet there are images of pornography and violence

which could result in a boost to someone for a criminal act.

Social media is not a new application that use by someone in the world.

However, social media always bring the negative thing that perhaps like a “two

edge knife” which make the people especially the children fallen to illusion world

that does not educate. It must be prohibited.

In conclusion, I think be better we must protect our selfish from social

media, someone who can help you is yourself, and let’s limit the bad impact of

social media by stop using it.

[Text 7]

Illegal Downloading

Internet is a technology which more increasingly in the world, include

Indonesia. Internet was becoming the habit of almost everyone. Internet

technology can advance and harm. Many people look for something in internet

and doing illegal download. However, illegal download is against the law and

also become deadly poison for industry creative and music industry.

A lot of people said that illegal downloading music is the best way to get

video or music, because cheaper. They shouldn’t pay and easy to get the music

by illegal downloading. But this is harm for industry creative. The subject of

music industry worried about illegal downloading music internet. They lose much

profit because this problem.
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Prohibition illegal downloading from KOMINFO. This problem also got

reaction from Ministry of Communication. They were prohibiting people from

illegal downloading because this is infringing copyright.

Illegal downloading of music also against the law. There is legal basic which

used to copyright protection cyberspace in UUD No.11,2008 about information

and electronic transactions. It means that the subject of illegal downloading can

be jailed and give fining.

In a nutshell, quick or as long as they doing illegal downloading and

allowed to continue. It will continue hurting and harm for industry creative. If

one loves music or video so much, why not go out and legally purchase it.

[Text 8]

The Death penalty for Corruptors

According to Cambridge dictionaries corruption is illegal, bad, or dishonest

behavior. And the people who do the corruption called corruptor. The corruptors

steal the money at the country then they use for their individual interesting.

Corruptors are the parasite for the development of our country. According to

Indonesian Corruption Watch (2013), Indonesia became a country which has

many corruptors in rang 118 the world. Many of civil servants do the corruption

and give bad impact for our country especially for pauper life. Economic

specialist argued that the first factor of backwardness of economic development in

Asia and Africa is caused by corruption. Not just it, corruption also makes

difficulties in development of democracy and good governance. So, what should
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we do for the corruptor? Giving death penalty for corruptor is the solve for this

problem. Here, I will give some reason why the corruptor must get death penalty.

The first reason is if the corruptors get death penalty it will end their life, so

they can not do the corruption again. Then the candidate of new corruptor will be

afraid to do corruption. They will think twice or maybe 3 times to do the

corruption. Because, if they do corruption they will get death penalty. Some

people disagree with this punishment. They think that the death penalty is the

punishment for the person who kill someone else and they also think that

corruptors not kill someone else. It is true that the death penalty is for the person

who kill someone else, but corruptors make the society starve to death. However,

corruptor also kill someone else especially for pauper, because they make

difficulties in economic.

The next reason is it will decrease the number of corruption in Indonesia.

Because, the death penalty is scaring people to do corruption. It can minimize the

number of corruption case in our country. If the death penalty really be executed

it will avoid bad impact from co corruption. Many of people refuse this

punishment. They argue that the corruptors have human right and they can

receive a second chance in life. It might be true, but if the corruptors are given

the second chance, it will give or corruptor to do the corruption again after free

from the prison. The last reason is if the corruptors are our country will get more

prosperity and we will not fell embarrassed to our corruption rank.

In conclusion the corruptors must get death penalty and the government

must obligated with this punishment. Because the corruptors make society suffer
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with what they have done and also the corruptors make our country can not

develop. They cause difficulties in economic, democracy, and good governance

and increase financial burden for pauper. If the death penalty can not be given to

the corruptors, the corruptors must be given the long life imprisonment.

[Text 9]

Students should not Take Part-Time Job

Working and going to schools are a challenge for students. To get the

experience and also extra money, they usually take this action in concurrently.

While some people that one of the best moment to try initial careers is student

time, students would better to think a hundred times before they decide to take a

part-time job. For some reasons, I think students should not take a part-time job.

In my opinion, many students who have part-time jobs have shown a decline

in their studies. As we know that working and still going to school is not an easy

task. The students who take part-time job will have less time for their

schoolwork. In addition, it also cut their studies and their time to have relation

in their social lives.

Part-time job is not good for students because they will become money

oriented. It happens because part-time job do not help to develop a sense of

thriftiness among young people. So many students spend their money on high-

priced. In fact, it ever happened to me. I remember once when I get my first

salary from my part-time job. I was too obsessed to buy everything that I want. I

do not care how much money that I spent. I forgot my aim for having part-time

job is to save my money for having my study-importance.
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It is true that perhaps some students who take part-time job because of their

bad economic condition. I understand that they must help their parents to collect

the cost of study. But, it is not the only one way. We have the same right to have

education. The main task of students is to study hard and learn what is needed for

the development of our nation. Nowadays, the government also provided the free

cost of schooling instead. Social experience can be gained later after they finish

their study.

In conclusion, I can say that students do not necessary to take part-time job.

Part-time job distract the students’ attention away from their studies, and some

students even play truant only for getting much money to fulfill their ambition of

luxurious things. Working takes a lot of time and energy. If we still let the

students to take part-time job, many students will lose their chance to grow out

freely through their education.

[Text 10]

Abortion should not be Legalized

Abortion is killing an embryo or a fetus anytime during the first trimester of

(in most cases) an unwanted pregnancy. Many teenagers do free sex before they

get married. One of most problems is pregnancy. To prevent this problem,

usually they choose to abortion. However, abortion is irresponsible action to the

baby who want to live.

First, abortion can be considered as murder. Many people who think abortion

is like murder, because it is killing the human fetus. Others feel that the parents

should has the right to choose and not killing until the baby was born. The fetus is
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something alive, fetus also has the right of the live and that is important.

Abortion is a bad action and break the law. In fact, abortion has many negative

impact and damage to the mothers of the babies. In Islamic law, prohibit to

abortion and should be avoid. Majority, Islam is very oppose of abortion with the

reason that fetus in womb is very noble.

Abortion is also wrong, because it damages the human morality. The most

real reason why abortion is immoral, because it is the intentional killing of a

human creature. In fact, that life begin from the reproduction. Abortion is very

wrong, if the murder to kill the human being in any stage of life. Another reason

many risks involved for woman to abortion and then many of the woman who

die because of abortion. Damage of cervix also can caused by abortion. In the

end, abortion is harmful to the mothers and also the babies.

I believe that abortion should not be legalized and should not be allowed.

Abortion make the human confront many problems. Abortion also damages

physical safety and psychological annoyance. If we don’t stop abortion, many

mothers and babies will be dead. So, it is better if we don’t do abortion.

[Text 11]

The Government should not Prohibit Distribution of Legal Beer in the Mini Market

Beer is a drink that contains alcohol. There are some beers which have impact

intoxicate and some of them just for body warmers. Many beers sold in many

minimarkets in all of Indonesia, because it isn’t a secret that many people in

Indonesia or tourist need beer as habit or as body warmers. But right now,

Minister of Religion have new rule that they prohibit to sale beer in minimarket
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with some judgment. However, the Minister don’t look impact of prohibit beer

for consumed to many aspects. However, it cause many impacts to society.

Beer can depraved healthy. I agree with this judgment, but in the fact, not

only beer that can deprave healthy but also other factors. Example: cigarette,

drugs, or other. They give bad impact even they can kill humans. Why they not

prohibit? If beer prohibited, it will make some irresponsible people make illegal

beer, because they can’t get beer to drink. It can kill many people because the

illegal beer made of body lotion and alcohol. It will make new disease in society.

Many case show that the society died about this illegal beer. It can be imagined if

beer not sold in minimarket, maybe will many kind of illegal beer developed. I

think the government don’t need to prohibit, but the government just restrict the

distribution.

Beer prohibited in Islam. I believe that because I am Moslem. Our Prophet

also say that we as Moslem have to avoid alcohol because it can make people

intoxicated. In the fact, many people in Indonesia need it. Mainly they aren’t

Moslem or tourist. In Indonesia not only Islam become national religion, but also

some other religion. They always consume beer to drink or to mi in their food,

because many variations of food use beer to good taste. It usually in some

province, such as Bali, Sulawesi, and Papua, because Moslem there is

minorities. They have some right, if the beers have legalize and good standard

ingredient. I agree if the government have many or some ways to make it fair. I

think the government can make rule in every province or in every region to

control sale of the beer, because we can’t make same rule whereas the religion in
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Indonesia not only Moslem. The government also remind to owner of minimarket

to have more control.

I believe that if beer prohibited, it will makes new problem of society.

Because some even many people in Indonesia have habit to drink beer. And it is

usual, for it doesn’t harm other people. However, the government also have own

rule about it. Because right now we confront about free global market. If we stop

it, it will make many new problems because this impact of prohibition.

[Text 12]

Single Sex Schools are Good for Education

In this modern era, a lot of teenagers having free sex each other. Boys and

girls go together to some places and do something that familiar for people who

have married. We call it as sexual activity. Do you know why it happen? Why

does it become habitual activity? Because there is no separation and limitation in

the school. We can see all of the school in Indonesia in which male and female

students are gathered in the same room. It is easy for them to make conversation

they want. What should we do to this problem? We can press this problem with

single sex school. Single sex schools are schools that only admit those of one

specific gender. There are many reasons why single sex schools are good for

education in Indonesia.

First of all student will thrive in a single sex school. For one thing, the social

pressures can be gentler. The student can grow at this own pace. This often is a

good thing for boys as they mature later than girls. On the other hand some

research seems to suggest that boy and girls learn in different ways. Research
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shows that a girl’s brain is different from a boy’s brain. When they learn in single

sex school, it can make they grow with themselves.

Next, single sex school make the student more focus in their studies. They

will only study with same gender without thinking some trouble like love. When

they focus in their study, it can increase in their achievement.

Then the advantages of single sex school is the teacher understand how to

teach specific gender. They will quickly feel comfortable exploring the subject.

The teacher know how their student learn so that the teacher can adapt their

teaching styles to those specific needs.

Some people said that single sex school can make child guy or homo sex.

Single sex school make children difficult to adapt in their life. I know their point

of view. However in single sex school the student learn more effectively. Let’s

look in Australia. I get from CRI news, “An Australian study of 270.000 students

found that both boys and girls performed significantly higher on standardized

tests when they attended gender-specific schools.” It means that the students who

learn in single sex education have good education.

In conclusion, single sex schools are better for education. It can press the

free sex in this era. When the country uses this system, I am sure that it can

improve our education in the country.

[Text 13]

Homework should be Given to Students

Homework is important part of the learning process at school. Almost

everyday students get assignments from teachers. In globalization era, when social
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life has changed a lot. We have to try to study to catch up this modern life.

Therefore, doing homework which the teachers always give to us, it makes to be

better. I think many controversies about giving homework to students. I believe

that if homework very advantage for students. They will do and spend their time

for a positive thing. So, there are many reasons why homework should be given to

students.

Firstly, doing homework help us to remember which our teacher taught in

the class. Our teacher may know what we learnt and understood through it. From

which they may change the way their teaching to make us get easier to

understand their lessons. Moreover, doing many homework may provide some

necessary knowledge to help us get easy to find a good job in future.

Secondly, it can be made students to learn to be responsible. This is because

homework given is to be done and submitted within a specific deadline or else

they would be suffering from punishments from the teachers. So, students will be

able to know the need of being responsible in order to finish up their homework.

Thirdly, with give homework will help understanding the lesson that given

by teacher. Just by listening to lectures in class, one could no grasp everything. In

some other cases, students might understand what was taught in class but most

probably by the end of the day they would forget it. Therefore, homework could

help them to refresh back what was taught. So, doing exams, they need only a

little night and as a result students could pass their exams with best scores.

Although homework gives a lot of benefits to students, there is one thing that

we need to consider. Especially, risk of facing health problem will also increase
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among students. Stress which is the one of diseases is very dangerous to our life.

Stuffing many knowledge into our brain through doing many homework it may

not only useless to us, but also makes get stress very easy. Moreover, it may

have bad effect to our health such as wearing glasses of students even little kids.

In conclusion, daily homework is necessary for students although there may

be a few disadvantages of it. If the students try to organize their time properly. It

will make homework would not be a problem to them. In my opinion, make the

balance between playing and doing homework will be a fresh mind and decrease

stress disease for students. Beside that, teachers should also play a part by

limiting the assignment for students.

[Text 14]

Society should be Keep the Culture

The Indonesian society is a very diverse with cultural property owned. We

should be proud of the culture. We must also keep the culture has become a

tradition of our ancestors. While the fact that there are now many people who let

culture disappear. Cultural traditions and perspective have shaped who we are.

Learn about them and how we can keep them strong.

First, learn about religious traditions. Our parents religion, studying it can

help us understand their culture. Religion connects to language, history, and

personal behavior. Becoming more familiar with our family’s religion can help us

understand all these other aspects.

Second, about ethnicity and attend or organize major events. Although

Indonesia consists of many people coming from east to west, most Indonesians
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are Javanese. Hence Javanese (Bahasa Jawa) is used a lot in the workplace among

coworkers. The Javanese costume or culture also dominates the workplace. Our

country, tribe, religious denomination or immigrant ethnic group almost certainly

celebrate major holidays or culture festivals. Travel to these to get a broader

perspective on our culture. If we don’t know of any groups in our area, organize

our own event.

Then share our cultures art and technology. Each culture has its own

clothing, music, visual art, storytelling traditions, and many more unique

characteristics. Other member of our culture will be overjoyed to teach or talk

about their hobbies, their jobs, their crafts, and what they do for fun. This

includes traditional artwork we would find in a museum, but material culture goes

far beyond that.

The last is spend time with other members of the community. The best way

to preserve our culture is to keep it alive. Gather as a group not just for holidays,

but for ordinary meals, events, or just conversation. Many aspects of culture are

difficult to learn in books and museums, including etiquette, body language and

humor.

So, even though we come from ethnic, religion and racial backgrounds, we

stick together maintain the existing culture and will continue to be a pride for us,

the nation Indonesia. As our motto “Bhineka Tunggal Ika” is different still one

nevertheless.
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[Text 15]

The Effect of Fast Food

Fast food is defined as cuisine prepared by restaurant that cater more towards

speed and low prices than quality or nutritional value. Many people generally

view as a quickly way to get fast food, actually killing more people than we might

think. In this modern era, almost everyone knows that fast food is not

particularly the best thing for us to eat, but that will not even come close to

shopping us from eating it. Different things play factors as to why we all eat fast

food. It could be financial situation, a small or large addiction to the greasy stuff,

or just a need for quick food. A lot of the times, people are not being given the

information we need to make a smart choice with fast food.

The first, if we live a life filled with fast food, we will eventually be doomed

to a life of obesity, high cholesterol, and diabetes. The health risks go through the

roof and it is simply not worth it. Because in the fast food we can not know how

the process to cooking. Many fast foods contain materials we can not want. And

place to cook not clean. That all will offend our health.

Fast food can effect people in many other negative things, when the people

referring more to the . in some cases like Mc. Donald’s, they use the TV to

manipulate the kids to buy because they are going to get foods. For example

some kids eat fast food in the school, and after school they go to restaurant and

buy a pizza. Then they go home and their mothers have problems trying to give

good food. So, in this modern era many children do not like health food.
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Types of fast food usually contain a lot of chemicals preservatives, flavorings,

colorings, and others. The chemicals are not only able to effect an addiction or

collecting consume constantly, but also can cause a variety of adverse effects to

health habits to stop eating fast food like, learn about the adverse effects and the

risk of disease that can be generated from fast food, round determination to stop

eating fast food, move to health food, study to cook and loves to cook. Some tips

that we can try to eliminate bad habit of eating fast food. With be able to intention

and we certainly can eliminate bad habits.

Finally fast food can have many negative things and people should be careful

to buy fast food and take care of their lives. There are many ways to reduce fast

food. We must believe it makes one less fast food can be our healthy. So, it is

better to cook their own food if we want to live a healthy life.

[Text 16]

Ban the Child Performer

The term child performer includes young singers, actors, dancer, gymnasts,

etc. these children are exceptions to the 1973 Convention concerning Minimum

Age for Admission to Employment, and so maybe paid for their work, as long as

they have permits that “Limit the number of hours during which and prescribe the

conditions in which employment or work is allowed.” However, some feel that

child performers ought not to be such an exception, and that it should be ensured

that no child under the minimum age for admission to employment be allowed to

partake in pain work of any kind.
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Currently, child performers are protected by various laws, for example laws

which dictate how many hours the child may work and how much education they

must receive (both of which vary by country), or how much of their pay must be

reserved for the child themselves (e,g, Canada’s “Coogan law”). Yet some believe

these laws do not provide adequate protection, and that these child performers

represent a group (and a group which is on the increase) whose right are being

under minded. A subset believes that the only way to protect these children

completely is to ban child performers outright.

Being performer limits a child education spending so much time either

performing or training limits the amount of formal education the child can

receive. For example, in UK and other countries, child performers are only

required to be educated for three hours each day.

Additionally, the focus on the specialized skill of the child (e.g. acting,

dancing, etc.) may detract from their own interest in formal education, so that, I

believe to ban child performer.

[Text 17]

Using Individual Transportation should be Minimalized

Transportation is the one thing that helpfulness for many people in the world.

By using transportation like cars, ships, planes, etc. people can go everywhere as

they want without any problems. Long ago, most of people in the world using

public transportations to go everywhere. And now, it change to be individual

transportation. Actually that is proper for us. Because, in this globalization era,

public transports is not an important habitation for modern people. We choose
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individual transportations than public transports. But have we think that by using

individual transports will give us negative problems in our life. So, here I would

like to give you a bright education that using individual transportations should be

banned and minimalize. There are three negative result that support the banned of

using individual transportations.

First, using individual transportations in big scale will support the

improvement of global warming. You can imagine all of people in our country

use their vehicle in their activity. It will produce pollution in big scale. And it

will impact to the condition of earth that has minimize oxygen production

because of minimum forest.

Second, using individual transportation will make traffic jam and decrease

healthy life style. Even though many people though that using transportation is

make them easy to go to anywhere. Actually it will make bad impact like traffic

jam. When people using individual transportation in big scale, it sure that the

traffic jam can’t be avoided. And it will not make us easy to go anywhere. We

will feel hot and bore. In other effect, it also make our life style to be bad and

drop our health, because pollution that we produce will impact to our health.

Third, people that use individual transportation in their life in big scale will

consume much energy of earth. As we know that our energy is very minimum.

And today we must think twice to use this, if we will save our energy by

decreasing the use of individual transportation. We just like the creator of earth

destroyer.
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Those all about my argument that using individual transportation should be

banned or minimalized. It will have negative effect like global warming, traffic

jam and broke healthy life and also destroy our earth energy. So, we as the good

people must know and analyze to use it as we need.

[Text 18]

Woman shouldn’t Wearing Bikini Custom

Woman is a beautiful creature that created by God. All of the source of live

came from the woman, but in this era, many exploitation of women with the guise

searching talent, or searching beauty pageant like as miss universe. Miss universe

is beauty pageant that in the first time had been held in Passific Hills in 1952.

This contest is prestigious event in Latin America. The early stages of selection,

the contestant must be get earned from each country, like as Miss Indonesia, Miss

America, Miss Jamaica, and etc. The contestant came from many countries in the

world. This contest has event to promoted female beauty based on four

categories, those are: brain, beauty, behavior, and brave. Brain refers to

intelligent that related the extend of knowledge and the insight of the participants

to a problem. Beauty refers to physical beauty. Behavior refers to goodness

attitudes and behavior in daily live. Brave refers to brave to open part of body,

and brave to wearing bikini. That all is nonsense. Whether brain and behavior

can be measured in two week? Brain and behavior was only excuse. If brain and

behavior used to measure, good achievement students in the mathematics in world

level should more worthy get the title Miss Universe than her that walking in
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catwalk with wearing bikini. Miss Universe were not suitable wearing bikini

custom. There are many reason, you can see below.

First, not only adult that watched Miss Universe, but also children. 50%

sexual crime and free sex was caused by spectacle that they see. Miss Universe is

public spectacle that showing her body, it will teach children to show part of

body and wearing bikini. It will damage future generation.

Second, Miss Universe is showcase to harassing women. Man considered

woman was just public beauty. They considered woman only a toy. They

considered woman only entertainment. The Miss Universe only to satisfying lust.

Miss Universe was only cosmetic contest and bikini contest. It is not brain

and behavior contest. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Beauty standard from

one person to another person is different. We must not be Miss Universe to

became pretty.

[Text 19]

Homework isn’t Necessary

Homework, or homework assignment, refers to tasks assigned to students by

their teachers to be completed outside the class. The benefits of homework have

been debated by teachers and parents for years. Although many people think that

it has great advantages for student by encouraging them to think more

independently outside the classroom, others believe that homework as doing

more harm than good by causing copious amounts of unnecessary stress to

everyone. Homework just right has brought much harm than good impact to the

student.
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Some people believe that doing homework will prepare students for the big

and tests. It also provides students with the opportunity to practice at what it

takes to be successful in school. Like they say, practice makes perfect. Although

practice makes perfect, but the first reason that student should not be given

homework is that they need time to relax and take their minds off work. The

pressure of having to complete homework every night is quite daunting for most

students and they need time to refresh their minds and bodies.

Doing homework is also a great way to develop responsibilities. By being

assigned work one day and knowing that it has to be done by the next day, they

will develop a sense of punctuality by turning their work on time. Let’s see from

the other side, too much homework can encourage cheating because student end

up copying off one another in an attempt to finish all their assignment. They,

then, end up being rewarded for cheating which doesn’t benefit them at all.

In the conclusion the disadvantages of homework outweigh the benefit. It

can cause stress, depression, lower grades, and less time to do extracurricular

activities. We should stop pretending that too much homework can help student

achievement. Once again homework isn’t necessary. I really, strongly think that

more students would stay in school and have a better learning experience if they

did not have the stress of homework. So, teachers should not overburden students

with homework, because homework only brings much problems to the student.
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[Text 20]

An Abortion

An abortion is when the pregnancy is ended, so that it does not produce in

the birth of a child. Nowadays, many incidents that make abortion should be done

by people, because they doesn’t wanted the pregnancy. Past time, an abortion be

prohibited by government because it broke the right of human being. However,

today an abortion should be legal, because many violence to child that be done by

parent. I believe that an abortion have positive side to decrease the child’s

violence.

An abortion can break the right of human life. If people do abortion,

automatically they kill someone in their womb. Although, a baby not born yet,

but they had the right of the life. Now, in the fact when an abortion not be done

by someone, so that a baby’s killing exactly happen, because they are as parent

that doesn’t want a baby will be hard in raise their child and also many violence

that be received by child. So, will be better if an abortion be done, because a baby

that had born have the same right, like adult. And then, if there happen killing

after birth, so that it will more break child protection law.

I understand that, if everyone do an abortion, it can make their moral is

broke but it just for free sex. Actually, many reasons why someone do an

abortion. First of all, there are mothers that have weak uterus and also mother

that has disease in her uterus and finally they have to do an abortion for their

salvation.
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In conclusion, actually an abortion is something that should not be done by

someone, but there are many reasons that support them to do abortion. It just for

their goodness.

[Text 21]

Lecturer should Give Assignment to the Students

Assignment is a job that becomes responsibility and it is obligatory to be

done. Sometimes, the assignment becomes complaint for the students, but the

assignment is given by the teacher to the students is not without reason, or just to

give a score, the lecturer gives assignment to the students with good purpose in

order students have a valuable experience. In IAIN Tulungagung , the lecturer

gives assignment to make the students can study how the way to manage the time

, the lecturer gives assignment in short time and how the students able to finish

what become their obligation. Based on my experience, I got the assignment

from the lecturer, the assignment was not a complain for me, but the assignment

made me become more stand alone. According to Roestiyah (2008), giving

assignment has purpose to allow the students able to produce a stable learning

result, because the students do some exercises during they are doing the

assignment. So, the students’ experience in learning something becomes more

integrated. The lecturer should give assignment to the students because of some

benefits. The following are some benefits of giving the assignment.

First, the assignment can build responsibility, discipline and self-confidence

for the students. The students are discipline and responsible mean the students

have self-awareness to do the assignment orderly and regularly with full
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responsibility. By doing assignment, the students will find and manage own

information. It will add self-confidence for the students, because the students feel

able to finish the assignment and they are proud for the result of their own

efforts.

Second, the assignment can develop pattern of thinking, skill, and knowledge

for the students. The assignment can develop pattern of thinking and students’

skill because they are asked to think and find own information, so the skills can

be created by this way. In addition, the assignment also makes the students have

many insight and knowledge. At the first, the students don’t know so they

become to know, they don’t understand so they become to understand. Not only

developing pattern of thinking, skill, and knowledge, but also assignment can add

experience.

Third, the assignment can force the students to be more spiritful and not to

be lazy to study. Some people say that giving assignment can reduce spirit of

students to study. Actually it is not true. By giving assignment, the students will

be more spiritful to study because they have purpose to get better result of study.

The assignment able to stimulates the students, so the students become more

active. Even though the assignment is load for the students, but the assignment

can make the students become responsible. They think that the assignment is a

obligation that must be done, so they become more diligent and not to be lazy.

From the explanation above, I emphasize that the assignment is very

important for the students with some good benefits. So, the lecturer should give

assignment to the students to make the students become better.
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[Text 22]

Should Sex Education be Taught in Schools?

There had been many debates about sex education. Some people said that sex

education can destroy the morality of kids. But, in fact, we need sex education,

our kids need it. Sex education should be taught in school, especially in primary

school and secondary school, because in this period, kids have high level of

feeling embitterment about something that they do not know yet.

People say that sex education is danger for kids and also can destroy the

morality of kids. But, the truth of sex education is a way to save our kids future.

Sex education give the students the basic information about sex. Sex education

also give more of perception about the consequences and the truth of sex. I

believe that sex education can prevent sexual diseases and teenage pregnancy.

Some kids that are in school do not know the dangers of being sexually

active. Some kids also don’t know their body parts and their opposite genders.

The problem is some parents never inform their kids about it. So, kids do not

know the risk of being sexually active. That’s why sex education is important for

kids in early age (primary school and secondary’s).

Sex education lets the students know about the consequences and the truth

about sex. Students are informed that sex is only for married couples who are

committed to each other. Students are also informed that they will know the true

purpose of sex when they grow up as adults.

Sex education prevents sexual diseases and teenager pregnancy. Kids are in

danger period. There is also a big possibility for them to become pregnant and
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that is why sex education should be taught to avoid these things from happening.

In sex education, students are taught that they should only have sexual

intercourse after they get married. If students understand well about it, sex

education success to save the kid’s future.

In conclusion, sex education should be taught in school as a subject that

should not be looked  over. I believe that by sex education, students will be able

to learn the truth about sex and they will be able to refrain and control

themselves. So, sex education should be taught regardless.

[Text 23]

Pre-School and Kindergarten should be Taught by Bilingual Method

Bilingual method is the teaching method with foreign language, like English

language is used in the school everyday. Pre-school and kindergarten is the child

whom have under 6th old. Nowadays, English language is very needed by world to

become international communication language. By there is globalization,

Indonesian people should learn English language since they child. Pre-school and

kindergarten should be taught by bilingual method.

First, children learn a lot quicker and help them socialization process. When

they are taught at the younger age, they will understand and can memorize it

quickly. When the teacher teach with bilingual method, children can be easy

memorize for each vocabularies. This method, can help children in the future

because they can communicate with more people and foreign people and making

them more social. So, learning by bilingual method is an excellent way to increase
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their abilities in English skill and the great advantages in their life and in their

future.

Next, bilingual method can make children smarter. According to Bain and

Yu (1980), child in age four in French and Hongkong have the result that

bilinguals are better that monolingual in cognitive test. The children that are

taught by bilingual method can understand and know two languages, native

language and foreign language. By know two languages, the children can be easy

to communicate with others and can be easy to understand when there is a

material that use foreign language like English language.

Some people said that bilingual method will be lost the children ability in

their nation’s language, they will forget themselves language. But, this problem

can be solved by using foreign language in the morning and using native

language (like Indonesian language) in the afternoon or using foreign language

with their parents and using native language with other people. This way can

help the children understand two languages.

In conclusion, pre-school and kindergarten should be taught by bilingual

method, because can help children to understand two languages (native language

and foreign language) and have many advantages for their future. So, use

bilingual method from child to help your children in socialization process

nowadays.
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APPENDIX II:

Students’ Work
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